2002 mercury sable 3.0 firing order

Changed crank pos. What am I missing????! Have more than triple checked wires, but it is
possible the coil pack was wired improperly. I'll try it this evening and post the results. In other
words factory coil pack clockwise order is , and the replacement order is Hadn't even
considered this. I don't know who the original owner was, It's my nieces car. But the original "
motor craft" coil read:[from the front of the car position], left to right was , back was In fact
engine is running rough and The engine light came on this morning - first blinking and now is
on as soon as I start the car. Took the car to Autozone and had them run I had the same
problem 6 months ago. Then had plugs, wires, and coil pack changed. The coil pack had a crack
in it. It never misfired again while i was driving, but always misfired when in idle. I have a
mercury sable and i wanna replace the headlight what's the earliest headlight i can do? Can i do
, or maybe etc. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Had a trouble code for cyl. New plugs,
wires, coil pack and vacuum lines and fittings. Now 5, 6 misfire, actually no combustion. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Mercury Sable question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Mercury Sable Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. If you shop at Amazon. Privacy Terms. We are a
participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program
designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon. Quick links. Engine was
misfiring, changed spark plugs and wires and it even worse now. Before removing spark plug
wires, I did not note down which wires goes to which plug. So I need spark plug wiring diagram
that can tell me which spark plug goes to which port on top of the engine? Here are the engine
specs: Engine is 3. I have attached two files showing the port numbers correct me if term is
wrong on top of engine and 3 plugs on radiator side. You do not have the required permissions
to view the files attached to this post. I was able to start the car but with different configuration.
I used the cylinder configuration as sent by wchain thanks , but used the ports on top of engine
as they were labeled. I having a hard time finding a honest mechanic. I have a Ford Taurus SE
and it was cutting out - idling very roughly. I took it to get it fixed last week. The mechanic said
it needed ignition wires and a tune-up. Questions: Are ignition wires the same as spark plug
wires? Are the wires hard to put on? Mechanic told me ignition wire replacemnt labor intensive.
Is this true? Do have to work from under the car? The car is still not running smooth and we
have to take it back to the mechanic. I'm not sure what to do. If you have a 3. The intake
manifold must be removed to get to the back plugs. If your plugs were changed and the spark
plug wires were changed the next item would be to change the plug coil. It is located by the
firewall under the intake manifold and is labor intensive to get to. I've taken my cars to my local
Firestone dealer for years. They do good work at a reasonable price and stand behind every
repair. Although the ignition coil and plugs are on the firewall side, and it seems as though you
would have to remove the air intake, you may not need to. If you are only changing the coil or
wires, you can access them by removing the wiper shroud. The coil takes another 5 minutes,
but you have to do it by feel. I replaced mine before work in under 25 minutes, and was meeting
clients an hour later. I am not a mechanic, i work for a law firm. I have kept my car going with
the help of this site, and youtube. Asked by Wiki User. Ford settled on a single firing order for
v6 engines covering many many years of vehicles: With the connector positioned in the lower
right hand corner, the upper row from left to right is: The lower row is Alternatively, the
distributor has 2 screws to hold it down - starting from the back screw to the right going
clockwise is Click the link for a diagram. Model no: DCA02P The firing order for the Mercury
Sable 3. The Mercury Sable 3. For a Mercury Sable , 3. If you have a 4 cylinder engine, you will
have two. On a 6 cylinder, you will have four. For a Mercury Sable : There were two six cylinder
engines offered from the factory A 3. Mercury Sable was created in Physical damage to a
cylinder is seldom repaired. More often the motor is replaced. Master cylinder - located at
drivers side firewall. Ask Question. Mercury Sable. Timing and Firing Orders. See Answer. Top
Answer. Wiki User Answered Ford settled on a single firing order for v6 engines covering many
many years of vehicles: Cylinder numbers: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Front of Vehicle Coil numbering: 1 2 3 4 5
6 Front of Vehicle With the connector positioned in the lower right hand corner, the upper row
from left to right is: Use di-electric grease on the plug wires to help keep them from sticking for
future ease of changing A bit of anti-seize compound on the plugs - again to avoid future
problems the distributer cap has a middle terminal, that middle terminal goes to the terminal on
the coil via spark plug wire. Related Questions. What are Mercury Sable cylinder numbers and
firing order? What are mercury sable fuel injector numbers and firing order? Where is the
cylinder numbers for a Mercury Sable 3. What is cylinder one on Mercury Sable? Where is

cylinder no 2 Mercury Sable? What is the location of number 1 cylinder on mercury sable? What
is a 5 cylinder on a 98 Mercury Sable? Looking at front of motor what are the cylinder numbers
for mercury sable with a 3. How many oxygen sensors are on a mercury sable? Po Mercury
Sable 3o 6-cylinder? Where is 6-cylinder. On Merc. Where is the number 1 cylinder location on a
Mercury Sable? Where is no one on a coil pack for a mercury sable? How many fuel injectors
does a Mercury Sable have? Where is number one cylinder on a 01 Mercury Sable 3. Where is
the 3rd cylinder located on a Mercury Sable ls? What cylinder is Mercury Sable? When was
Mercury Sable created? Can you show me cylinders on a 95 Mercury Sable? What are the
engine cylinder and Bank numbers in a Taurus Sable? How much do it cost to fix a cylinder on a
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